Active trapping of micro-swimmers in a foam
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ABSTRACT
Inspired by the consequences of sea foams on planktonic ecosystems, we have studied the sedimentation
of a microswimmer in a liquid foam. The model unicellular bi-flagellated Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
(CR) algae was incorporated in a foam stabilized with biocompatible proteins, and the dynamics of cell
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sedimentation out of the foam was measured. By comparing the escape dynamics of living and dead CR
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cells in a draining foam, we found that dead cells were totally
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microscopic scale should increase the microswimmer retention in the foam.
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Inspired by the problematics of the consequences of aquatic foams for planktonic ecosystems,
we have studied, in the laboratory, the sedimentation of a swimming microalgae within a liquid
foam.
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A freshly formed foam is an out of equilibrium dynamic system: because of gravity, the liquid
in the foam flows downwards, advecting solid particles that are smaller than the diameter of the
foam internal channels. The cells eventually reach the underlying liquid below the foam, escaping the foam. Comparing the escape dynamics of living and dead CR cells, we find that dead

